LADIES WELCOME AT TECHNIQUE-RUSH LUNCH

Attendance Last Week Breaks All Previous Union Records This Year

FIVE FREE COPIES OF DE LUXE EDITION

Rush Will Be At 1:20 P. M. Last Chance To Sign Up Today

On Thursday at 1:20 the last gun for the rush will be fired and Technique will be officially on sale. There will be three door prizes (first $1.50, the second at $1.00) and the third at fifteen seconds before 1:20. The first five books and a free needle for a good rush has been added as the board is going to have these books all of the de luxe edition. The president's signature will appear in the first twenty copies, all of which are numbered. The five free de luxes will be the only copies of that edition in the rush proper. The de luxes will be delivered that day, but not until the rush is over, making two rushes instead of one as heretofore. The ordinary edition will be given out in the rush while the de luxe edition will be delivered in the archways by B and Pierce.

Fair play is assured to every one as the honest captain of the basket-ball team will be on duty that see that no one attempts to rob another fellow of his numbered book, should receive one copy.

The last opportunity to sign up for a book is today and there are men at the Union every noon to sell slips and sign up anyone should they have not done so yet. The board positively swells at the thought of all the promises that are told. It is to be an undersignature order and anyone who does not sign a slip will not get a book.

Davie Mayne, April 11—Gifford Pinchot, the former chief forester of the United States department of Agriculture, spent the evening in a secret interview with Col. Roosevelt. Although the results of the interview have not been announced, it is expected that they will be.
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